From Note From Shaun Scholes at Natcen re: Four Wards in Aberdeen Constituency
Date: May 12, 2006

at the time of sampling the only parliamentary constituency boundary information that we had contained Aberdeen North (points 333 and 334) and Aberdeen Central (335 and 336). Looking at a website by the time of the 2005 election Aberdeen Central seems to have been lost - but Aberdeen North remained in place. So my guess is that our Aberdeen Central respondents have been placed with the Aberdeen North respondents (making one Aberdeen constituency) - if there had been no change in boundaries between 2001 and 2005 then we would still have had 2 constituencies in Aberdeen and 4 wards. So our Aberdeen respondents are in two 2001 constituencies (aberdeen north and aberdeen central) but have been placed in only 1 2005 constituency.